Have a Heart

7817 Oakport Street, Oakland, CA 94621
Sign 1

Manufacture and Install (1) Exterior Single faced illuminated reverse pan channel letter construction sign with cloud background panel.

1. Cloud background to be cut-out of .090" aluminum with 1" weld on edge return painted White (satin finish).

2. "Have a Heart" lettering fabricated Front in Halo Ill pan channel letter construction. Returns to be aluminum painted Green to match PMS 361c (gloss finish).

3. "Have a Heart" lettering faces to be translucent acrylic- White #723/0 with first surface applied translucent 3M Scotchcal vinyl-Vivid Green #3038-156. Return with Wagner 1" Holiday Green. Apple logo leaf vein to be first surface applied opaque 3M Scotchcal vinyl-White #3650-10 to acrylic face (breaks white-day. Reads black night).

4. Letter back to be transparent polycarbonate-clear, halo lens with overlaid translucent 3M Scotchcal vinyl-Vivid Green #3038-156.

5. Illumination to be LED's- AgileLight-White 6500K.

6. Power supplies to be remotely mounted behind background panel within an aluminum raceway-Sign Comp-1979M Body / 1979K cover. Painted to match kickers paint color (satin finish).

7. Power to sign by others 120volt circuit req.

8. Halo illuminated secondary cloud background wash led's to be AgileLight-White 6500K.

9. Sign panel to be cut-out of .035" aluminum painted White (satin finish). "REC + MED CANNABIS" copy to be first surface applied translucent 3M Scotchcal vinyl-Vivid Green #3038-156.

10. Attach cloud background to raceway with thru bolts. Attach raceway to wall with fasteners as required (verify wall conditions). Painted neutral Grey to match PMS 428C (satin finish).

Field survey required.
HAVE A HEART

SIGN DETAILS - SIGN 2

Front View
Square inches: 28.51 sq. ft.
Sign weight: 200 lbs

Side View
Scale: 3/4"=1'-0"

Section View
Scale: 3/4"=1'-0"

Sign 2: Manufacture and install (1) Exterior Single Face illuminated channel construction of logo sign.

- Logo to be fabricated reverse paint Chan passenger construction.
- Logo to be 1" aluminum painted Green to match PMS 3731-C (gloss finish).
- Logo face to be 1/2" aluminum painted Green to match PMS 3731-C (gloss finish).
- Leaf vein to be routed out of face and backed with translucent acrylic White 1/4".
- Logo back to be transparent 3/8" polycarbonate - clear.
- Halo box with translucent vinyl applied to the acrylic inside edge and then overlaid with translucent 3M Scotchgard vinyl - Green K380-26.
- Pin logo off wall 2" with 1/4" all thread and 5/8" o.d. pipe sleeve painted to match wall color - Verify color.
- Illumination to be LED's - Snapfit - White 6500k.
- Power supplies to be remotely mounted behind wall within an aluminum enclosure V3 with CF9 cover painted to match wall color - Verify color.
- Power to sign by other 120 volt circuit req.
  J-box is within 5'-0" of raceway.
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